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Simple eracient algorithms are presented which detect and normalize $kews of scanned

document images and separate these images into constitutional elements such as text
areas, field separators, and table or picture areas. Conventionai algorithms are based
on pixel by pixel processing and deal with skew detection and normaliz4tion separately
from segmentation, so that they require a lot of processing time on a general purpose

computer. The new algorithms use only segmented blocl< (SB) coded data for whole
processing. An SB coding scheme featured by easiness of manipulation of image data
is proposed for data compresslon. As compared with pixel data of document images,
the number of SB coded data is very few and the form of this code is easy to process

on conventional computers. The use of SB coded data has eRabled us to devise the
simple efficlent algorithms.

1. Introduction
The construction of decument image recognition systemsi) requires the
skew detection, skew correction, and segmentation of lnputed documents as
preprocessings. There are rnany studies on segrnentation methods3)‑v6) which use

projection profi!e, stroke density, neighbourhood llne density (NLD), size o￡
enclosed rectangle, Fourier transforrnation characteristlcs, etc.. Generaliy, we

make segmentation more precisely by using more than one characteristic, but
in this case more processing time is required. Cornplete recognition of document
structure requires the semantlcs of documents, so there are some limitations on
compiete segmentation when we use only structural or stati$tical characteristics.

We do not deal with the above problem, but we propose an ethcient method
for detection and correction of skewed documents and for segmentation of
documents which have some kinds of common structures such as paper, manual,
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buslness letters, etc.. In order to obtain an edicient method, it is desirable to

reduce the pixel by pixel processing which requires a Iot of time on conven‑
tional computers.

Segmented block (SB) coding scheme2,7) is proposed for the following
reasons :

(1) Efficient data corr}pression of document images,

(2) Easy image processing on coded data.
In SB coding scheme, a contiguous black pixel area is represented by its
position and figure, and therefore some kinds of image processings are carried

out efficiently by using SB coded data. We describe the SB coding scheme
briefiy in section 2, the detection and correction of skews in section 3, and
the segmentation in sectioR 4.

2. SB Coding Seheme
In the SB coding scheme, document images are first divided into rectangular
areas which are called segments, and then, blocks which have certain slopes ln
left or right edges are coded by using positions relative to segments and some

kind of information about figures. Figure 1 shows an example of a block and
lts representatlon.
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(a) Representation of a block

(b) Example of blocks
HP, VP: Relative position of a block in a segment.
HL, VL: Horizontal and Vertical length of a block.

GL, GR:Right

and Left slopes of a block.

Fig. 1 Representation of SB coded data.

3. Detection and Correction of Skew
Our method detects and normalizes skewed documents by usiRg SB coded
data. Generally, the skew of document irnages can be detected by finding
slopes of character strings. Slopes of character strings are obtained from the
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baseline of strings. These baselines are estimated from the squence of enclosed

rectangies for characters. The correction of skewed documents is performed b}r
rotating blocks with thelr starting polnts (HP, VP) referenced.

3.1 Deteetien of Skew
We obtain basellne of character strings from an approximated line which
is estirnated from the squence of bottom }eft points of enclosed rectangles
corresponding to character strings. ERclosed rectangles for each character are
obtained in the first step of segmentatlon procedure described in section 4. We
classify these rectangles lnto several groups each of which corresponds to each
character string, this classification is carried out as follows:

(1) Sort of rectangles. We sort rectangles in the order of x‑coordinates of
bottom left polnts. By this processing we can easily select rectangles
which are located in the horizontal direction.
( 2 ) Classification of rectangles corresponding to strings. We classify rectangies

which satisfy the conditioRs

rxj ‑ rxi g ei,
Iryi ‑ ryil :fg; 02,

e, = 50, 0, = 5,
where (rxt, ryi) and (r<i, zyj) are left bottom points of adjacent blocks.
These classified rectangles correspond to each character string. In the above

conditions, 0i is determined to prevent merging of character strings which are
located in the opposite sides when text lines are separated at left‑and right‑
hand sides in a document. 02 is determined to prevent merging of each pair of
successive text lines.

We obtain an approximate line from the sequence of bottom left points
of rectangles by using the method of least squares, and then estimate the skew

of document from the average value of the slopes of approximated lines.The
tkeoretical resolution of skew detection is tan‑i(1712s) :O.0330 when hor‑

izontal size of document is 1728 pixels, but we estimate the skew with a
precision of O.1 degree.

3.2 Correetion of Skew
The pixel by pixel skew correction procedure requires a lot of processing
time. Our procedure corrects the skew by rotation of blocks in order to reduce
the processing time. In our procedure we first transform the coordinates (UP,

YP) of the starting point of blocks in a segment into coordinates (HP,, VP,)
in the whole document, and then rotate these blocks by the formulae
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x = HP, ･ cos (e) ‑ VP, ･ sin (e),
y == HP, ･ sin (0) + VP, ･ cos (e),

where 0 is the degree of skew.

We change no information except the starting point about blecks. This
causes separation of blocks which have been located adjacent to each other in

the original document before rotation. Therefore it is necessary to improve
the quality of the rotated image by eliminating the overlap or separation of

b}ocks. For this purpose we move some rotated blocks so as to maintain the
adjacency relation of blocks that has existed before rotation.

3.3 Experimental results
We input some documents by G3 facsimile (7.7 lines/mm) and process
these document on a work station (MC 68010, 10MHz). Table 1 shows experi‑
mental results of the skew detection.

We measure skew values from the marked points on the baseline along the
character strings. As shown in Table 1, the number of extracted character
strings is greater than that of character strlng in inputed documents, which
is due to the separation of extracted character strings. The average number
of enclosed rectangles is greater than 35 for one character string. These values

are sufflcient to estimate skew value by the least squares method. As shown
in Table 1, the dlfference between the detected and the measured skew value

is less than O.1 degree, which proves our procedure of detecting the skew
value to be of good performance.
Our proc,edure deals only with enclosed rectangles for characters in the
whole process!ng. Generaliy, the number of characters in ordinary documents
of A4 size is less than the number of all pixels in the order 103. Therefore

our method may be considered to be capabie of performing skew detection

more eficiently than the pix￠i by pixel method. . ･ ‑
' Table 1 Results of Skew Detection
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No. 6 document is Japanese paper and the others are
No. 1, 2 and No. 4, 5 are the same documents except for skewed values;
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(c) Skew correction by pixel by pixel method.
Fig. 2 Example of skew correction image.

Figure 2 shows a comparison of qualities of skew correction, where the
inputed document has 1. 7 degree skew. The qualities of skew correction of beth

the methods depend on skew values, sQ it is dithcuit to rank the qualities of

both the methods generally, but as far as our experiment is concerned, both
the methods may be regarded as havlng nearly the same qualities. The right‑

hand side .lmage of Figure 2(a) has 3.0 degree skew. In th,is example skew
images for some characters are borrected better by our method 'tkan by the

pixel
by pixei method. '. ' ' ̀/ .
The processlng time for the skew correction by our method is One‑fifth that
of the pixei by pixei method. In ordinary documents, the number of blocks of
SB code is one‑tenth the total num'ber of black pixelS; so theoretically the
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processing time for the rotation of biocks is one‑tenth that of the pixel by
pixel rotation. However, our method provides some extra procedure of improving
rotated image, so that its actual total processing time is equal to one‑fifth that of

the pixel by pixel method.

The method which we propose here adopts fixed threshold values in
classifying character string rectangles, but we can predetermine these values

independently of the kind of documents as,

e, = 3･ R,f and e, = o.5･ R,f
where Rhf and R.f are defined in the next section.

4. Segmentation
In our segmentation method, basically blocks of SB code are enclosed by
minimal‑sized rectangles, which are in turR merged with other small‑sized
rectangles. In this procedure, to increase tke processing ethciency we use the
list structure of enclosed rectangles shown in Figure 3. In this structure, all

rectaRgles which have the same scanning iines are llnked together in the
same list.

AII procedures described Iater are constructed by the processes which are
basically carried out in the order of scanning line or vice versa. Such a method
makes tke merging of rectaRgles eflicient.

y+i N'[ly‑'rv‑‑‑ ,.I

i
R3

l
Fig. 3 List structure of rectangles.

4.l SegmeRtation Algorithme
The segmentation algorithm is composed of the following procedures:
(l) Enclosing blocks by rectangles and merging of adjacent rectangles,
(2) Extraction of field separators and figure or table areas,

(3) Merging of character candidate rectangles,
(4) Merging of separated sentence rectangles,
(5) Re‑extraction and rnerging of figure or table areas.
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(1) Enclosing blocks by rectangles and merge of rectangles. We enclose all
blocks of SB code by minimal size rectangles and record these rectangles in
the list structure clescribed above. Then we check the adjacency of blocks and

enclose adjacent rectangles by new larger size rectangles. This procedure is
carried out in the order of scanning iines and vice versa. In the second process‑

ing, we obtain the most frequent occurrence of horizontal and vertical !engths
Rhf and R.f of rectangles.

(2) Extraction of field separators and figure or table areas. We extract
rectangles which satisfy the followiRg conditions as field separators and
figure or table areas. Let Rh and R. be horizontal and vertical lengths of
rectangles respective!y:

(D Condition of field separators

R,,/R, > 50 or R./Rh > 50
(ii) Condition of figure or tabie area

Rh > IO ･ Rhf and R. >5 ･ R.f
(3) Merging of character candldate rectangles. We classify rectangles which
are not extracted in procedure (2) as character candidate rectangles and merge
these rectangles by using the following conditions to obtain sentence rectangles;

{l) The case that the upper left comer of the rectangle to be merged is
within 2/3 of the vertical width of already merged rectangles as shown in
Flg. 4.

2f3RL‑,,an

RL‑t
‑l,v

RV

within

s‑

3.0Rt

Fig. 4 Merging of object rectangles using this condition.

(iD The other case is for 1/3 below with respect to already merged rectangles

as shown in Fig. 5.
This procedure is carried out in the order of scanning lines, vice versa, and

in the order of scanning llnes. In the thlrd processing we obtain the most
frequent occurrence of horizontal and vertical Iengths SRhf and SR.f of new

rectagles. The reason for dividing the merge cond!tions into the two cases
is to prevent merging of more than one character string into one, rectangle
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Fig. 5. Merging of object rectangles using this condition.

when llne spaces between sentences are rather small. By this procedure almost
all character strings are enclosed by rectangies, so that we call these rectangles

sentence rectangles, which is abbreviated as SR.
(4) Merging of separated sentence rectangles. For a title in which characters

are located far‑apart, or a line in which there are larger spaces between
character strings, sentence rectangles obtained in procedure (3) are separated.

These rectangles are merged by using the condltion shown in Figure 6.

SRi‑,

SRL
sRl

x

within
‑SRi

Fig. 6. Condition for merging separated sentence rectangles.

(s) Re‑extraction and merging of figure or table areas. We re‑extract figure
or table areas which are not extracted in procedure (2) by comparing their size

to most frequent occurrence of horizontal or vertical size of rectangles SRhf,

Sl?.f. Let the sizes of the given rectangle be Rh and R., so we classify
rectangles satisfying the following conditions as figure or table areas:

Ri,/R. < SRh '/SR.'
Rv > 3 ' SRv'
Furthermore, we merge rectangles which are contained in the imaglnary
area which is the extention of figure or table area with sizes of Rhf and R.f. We

merge sentence rectangles which are located overlaping with the other sentence
rectangles. Thls procedure ls needed 2n such a case that some character strlngs
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of figure or table are extracted separate!y or that the numerater or denom!nator
is extracted separately in formula sentence,

4.2 Experimental results

Docttments are lnputed into the work station (MC 68010, 10MHz) by
facsimile G3 (7.7 lines/mm). Figure 7 shows an example of segmentation and
Tab!e 2 shows results of a segmentation for some decuments.
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Fig. 7 Example

[rable 2 Results of Segmentation

Documents

No.

Extracted

Sentence Rect.
(extracted/real)

Fig. or table

Areas

Field
Separator

(extracted/real)

(extracted/real)

Processing

Time

(sec)

i

65/ 63

2/2

o/o

156. e

2

83/ 83

1/l

o/o

210. 0

3

128/126

o/o

1/1

318. 0

4

87/ 88

1/1

o/e

303. 1

5

69/ 69

2/2

1/1

180. 3

6

77/ 81

1/i

O/1

l44. 0

4.3 DiseussioR of restalts

of

Our segmentation procedure extracts the caption of figures or the title
tables as character string areas. In number 6 document, we extraet
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fewer sentence rectangles than real ones. This is due to extracting figure
area containing captions. Also in number 6 document, a field separator is
not extracted. This ls due to touching of character strings into field separator.

In other documents, sentence areas, table or figure areas and field separators
are almost all extracted correctly.

In this segmentation procedure, most processing time is used in procedure
(l), so the total required time is directly proportional to the number of blocks

of SB coded documents. Generally, an A4 size document contains 5,OOO to
50,OOO blocks, so we can perform segmentation more eMciently than by using
the pixel by pixel processing. Blocks of SB codes are reflected to some kinds of
constitutional characteristics of documents. So when we use these characteristics

in segmentation, we can obtain more precise or detailed segmentation results.
This is the subject to future study.
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